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About The Central (LOC) Fund 

The Central (Local Optical Committee) Fund is managed 
by LOCs and supports projects that benefit optometry. 

Founded in 1972, The Fund was established by LOCs 
to finance work undertaken centrally on behalf of 
the profession. 

Issues and projects funded since then have been 
political, GOS related, research based, legal, 
educational, strategic and data based.  

Projects supported by the Fund have been delivered 
by the major optical organisations, universities, 
charities and individuals.  

In July 2014 the Central (LOC) Fund became a 
Company Limited by Guarantee with LOCs as its 
members, and Directors elected by LOCs.  

In 2015, the Fund was renamed The Central Optical 
Fund, with an updated brand identity and website. 

It objects are to promote and protect the interests 
and activities of LOCs  



LOC funded and controlled 

The Central Optical Fund is a not for profit organisation 
investing in optometry.  

How is the Fund accumulated?  

• By voluntary donations from Contractors, 
individuals and LOCs  

Who Decides how the Fund is used 

• The Fund directors, who must be proposed and    
elected by LOCs at an Annual Meeting 

How is the Fund distributed?  

• It invites and considers applications for funding 
optometry related projects in England and Wales 

What qualities does a successful funding application 
demonstrate?  

• It should increase the profile of optometry 

• Expand the role of optometry by developing its 
scope and expertise.  

• Support the profession by developing resources, 
technologies and strategies that aid optometry. 



Your LOC Elected Directors 

Andrew McGregor 
North East 

Sue Leighter 
London & South 

 

Charles Barlow 
Central & South 

West 

Linda Vernon-Wood 
East 

Ian White 
North West 

The directors of the Central 
Optical Fund are its custodians 
and administrators.  

They are elected by LOCs, and 
represent the LOCs across five 
broad geographical areas of 
England and Wales. 

All decisions on funding are 
voted on by the Directors at 
board meetings.  

Further information about your 
directors and their contact 
details can be found on the Fund 
Website 
http://www.centralfund.org.uk/ 

http://www.centralfund.org.uk/


The year started on a low with only three out of five 
directors in position, one retiring and an administrator 
who was leaving. It ended on a high with a full 
complement of enthusiastic directors and improved 
administration. 

At the AGM a near record attendance saw well fought 
elections with Directors now representing all regions.  

 

Chairman’s Report 
Andrew McGregor 

Our meetings saw attendance by various observers and invited 
speakers, including representatives from The College of 
Optometrists, The AOP, The OFNC & The Eyecare Trust. 

The new directors have provided valuable insights and energy 
into the fund.  

The departing Company Secretary and Administrator has been 
replaced and new policies and governance have been 
introduced, together with significant administrative cost saving.  

The Fund website has been updated (www.centralfund.org.uk) 
and we have moved to virtual meetings. New Mailing lists to 
LOCs have been set up to improve communications with LOCs.  

The year finished with a very healthy Fund, actively looking to 
support the future of the profession and LOCs.  

Please support the Fund with donations from your LOCs and 
encourage colleagues with valuable projects to approach us for 
funding support.  

We said farewell to Mike Shinn who 
served the Fund, originally as an 
Administrator and subsequently as 
an initial director, for more than 30 
years and I was delighted to present 
him with a thank you gift at the NOC 
Gala dinner. 

A very busy year included considering nine funding 
applications, requesting a total of £251,870.88. Four 
applications were approved for full or partial funding. 
£36,925 was paid out as project support, with a further 
£53,500 held in reserve for projects approved but not yet 
able to proceed.  
 



Central Fund –  
Investing in Optometry 

The Fund has been a 
long term supporter of 
National Eye Health 
Week.  

In 2019 The Fund 
provided Finance for 
their National Poster 
Campaign and also for 
Vista Magazine. 

To Promote and develop our Profession  



Central Fund –  
Investing in Optometry 

The Fund has a long history of 
supporting projects that shape 
our future.  

The 3D Virtual Eye Clinic project 
from Cardiff University is a great 
example of this. 

This will potentially revolutionise 
Optometry training and be able 
to exploit emerging trends in 
digital education. 

To Promote and develop our Profession  



Finance Report  
July 2019 – June 2020 

The Financial Objects of The Fund are twofold.  

1. To obtain and collect a fund of money by voluntary levies and 

contributions through Local Optical Committees and otherwise 

2. To distribute the monies of the company to such persons, companies, 

associations or bodies who or which may be approved by the company 

as undertaking work centrally on behalf of the profession of 

optometrists in general and/or for Local Optical Committees in 

particular.  

Both of these objects have been affected by the Covid 19 global Pandemic 

and contributions for the last few months of the financial year have been 

almost none existent. In this climate the Fund is extremely grateful to those 

LOCs who have still been able to contribute.  

Projects that The Fund had agreed to support, or were in the process of 

reviewing, have been put on hold or completely abandoned. This is 

reflected in the accounts by reduced expenditure. The Directors have 

decided to allocate a reserve in case such projects do eventually proceed, 

this does not show on the formal accounts as it is a management device.  

The move of NHS GOS claims to the online EGOS system may affect the 

management and income of the Fund. Discussions are ongoing with 

Primary Care Support England and Capita as to how this may be managed 

by The Fund. 

The departure of Roy Brackley the Company Secretary and finance 

officer part way through the year precipitated changes to The Fund 

management and the Directors are pleased to advise that management 

cost savings have been identified and implemented.  

New virtual working practices that have been adopted by the Directors 

have proved successful and this will also allow for cost savings going 

forward. 

The Directors approved this year that a permanent “Emergency 

Reserve” is maintained by the Fund for future unforeseen 

circumstances. The Covid 19 crisis is perhaps one of these 

circumstances and support for LOCs who become financially unable to 

carry out their statutory duties has been discussed.   

Finally, my thanks must be given to LOCs and contractors for their 

continuing financial support, to Simon Brook of SJB Accountants 

and to Roy Brackley who retired this year.   

Charles Barlow 

Director,  

Company Secretary and Finance Officer 



Finance Report  
Accounts July 2019 – June 2020 

Income & Expenditure 2020  2019  

         £              £       £           £ 

Income         

Voluntary Levies   58,396   54,330 

Bank Interest   2,883   2,346 

    61,279   56,676 

Expenditure 

Project Support 36,925   70,744   

Expenses & Tax 18,445 19,650 

55,370 90,394 

Surplus (Deficit) for the year 5,909 (32,718) 

Balance Sheet 

Assets 

Bank Accounts 465,395 458,937 

Liabilities 

Accruals 440,830 440,281 

24,565 18,656 

Financed by 

Accumulated fund at 1st July 2019 18,656 52,374 

Surplus (Deficit) for the year 5,909 (33,718) 

24,565 18,656 



Donate to The Fund 

Please donate to the Central Optical Fund for the future of 
optometry and encourage your colleagues to do the same. 

 The Fund welcomes contributions in the following ways: 

• Regular or occasional donations from LOC funds 

• Voluntary Levy from Contractors as a percentage of 
NHS Sight Test fee 

• Regular personal donation by standing order 

• Occasional personal donation 

for further information Please contact a director at info@centralfund.org.uk 
 or go http://www.centralfund.org.uk/donate/ 

mailto:info@centralfund.org.uk
http://www.centralfund.org.uk/donate/

